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ISSUE 09...
EVERYDAY MAGIC

HEALING WITH STONES

THE USE OF ZUNI FETISHES AS A MODERN ORACLE

INKA PSYCHIC DEFENCE

ANIMAL INSPIRATION

DEATH - A HEALTHY CHANGE

Animism is a natural state of being in connection with all life, and is the basis of
being truly healthy and power-full. Jonathan Horwitz
These carved creatures have an ancient tradition of healing hunting, and
personal reflection. Hal Zina Bennett
Omens, auguries and signs have been sources of information for cultures across
the world. The use of cards for divination is becoming increasingly popular. We
review two card sets featuring animals. Michèle Brown

PERSONAL TOTEM POLE PROCESS

A new way of working with the spirit qualities of animals for greater
understanding and personal transformation. David Wendl-Berry

POMO ACORN FESTIVAL

A personal experience of entering Non Ordinary Reality - the world of the
spirits at a Californian tribal ceremony of thanksgiving. Jonathan Horwitz

KWAKIUTL WISDOM

Traditions from the Northwest Coast of America. Chris Grey Eagle

SPIRIT IN THE CITY

Ancient Inka stone healing traditions are still practised by the Q'ero of Peru as demonstrated by one of their shaman-priests, Americo Yabar. Hal Zina
Bennett
Living with good personal energy: some good advice from Juan Camargo
Huaman. Michèle Brown
How to use the 'little deaths' of every day life for change and growth - including
a creative approach to funeral rites. Heather Campbell

RETURN TO THE ELEMENTS

Some ways that people the world over deal with the physicality of death.

THE WINTER SOLSTICE

Witnessing the midwinter battle of light and dark as the balance of the year
swings. Julie Pembridge

A PLACE OF BEAUTY

First in a series exploring aspects of sacred space Part One: Creating a Natural
Sanctuary. Faith Nolton

COLOURS FROM THE EARTH

The alchemy and pleasure of making your own paint. Ann Winn

Finding our connection to the natural world in the urban environment.
Karen Kelly and David Goddard

WEST AFRICAN DRUMS

PREPARING SKINS

MEDICINE STONES

An overview of skinning, curing and tanning. Nicholas Breeze Wood

MUSEUM PROFILE: MEXICAN GALLERY

A look at the new gallery in the British Museum, London. Michèle Brown

ISSUE 10...
BLESSED BY THE MOON

The first menstruation is life's own initiation of every young girl. This
important event is not honoured in our time and society, and yet other tribal
cultures celebrate this rite of passage. Annette Høst

RECOVERING THE WILDMAN

Coming-of-age rituals for men vary around the world, but despite these
variations, they have core factors in common. Adrian Reid Wolf

LOVING LIFE

Part two in a series on world percussion. Guy Chalker-Howells
The craft feature explores Native American traditions of the 'wotai' and shows
a simple way to make a beautiful Crow style stone carrier necklace. Nicholas
Breeze Wood

SACRED LANDS DEVOTED LIVES

Discover the deep spirituality running through Hindu daily life at the new
Horniman Museum London’s exhibition. Dr. Natalie Tobert

ISSUE 12...
DREAMING YOUR LIFE

Huichol shamanism is an ancient tradition in which personal vision plays a great
part. Their traditions encourage pilgrimage and personal ceremony as a way of
maintaining connection to the powers of life and happiness. Brant Secunda

VIRARICA : THE HEALING PEOPLE

A rare interview with the author of 'Seven Arrows'; he speaks about his return
to England, and the Sacred role of Art. Hyemeyohsts Storm talks to
Nicholas Breeze Wood

An introduction to the crafts and lifeways of the Huichol people. Brant
Secunda

VOICES FROM THE VOID

A look at the Native American Church, and how they run their ceremonies
using the peyote cactus. Nicholas Breeze Wood

This Issue's cover artist talks about his own journey as a painter, and the
function of the sacred space of the artist's studio in the search for shamanic
skills, and creative ritual. Nick Twilley

RECONNECTING THE SELF

The exciting new approach of 'Shamanic Play Therapy' is a powerful tool for
working with disturbed young people. Eve Cunningham

THE TIPI WAY
AYAHUASCA

An overview of this South American hallucinogenic vine. Leo Rutherford

JOURNEY TO IQUITOS

A personal healing encounter with the ayahuasqueros, the ayahuasca healer
shamans of Peru. Lodgepole

THE NEW INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

THE WORLD TREE

FINDING AUTHENTIC INITIATION

FORGING NEW EYES

A Choctaw/Ojibwa elder explains why we need to change the way we relate to
each other and to Grandmother Earth. John Twobirds
Searching personal perspectives from two people who have assisted in many
rites of passage in the UK and are currently re-assessing effective rites for
today's world. Alex Wildwood and Iona Fredenburgh

MAKE A SHAMANIC DRUM

A simple, practical 'how-to' on drum making - make a typical Native American
hand-held frame drum. Nicholas Breeze Wood

TALKING DRUMS

The first in an on-going series on world percussion. Part One explores the
different forms that drums take worldwide. Guy Chalker-Howells

SMASHING POTS

A look at an exhibition of African pottery with a magical slant, in the Museum
of Mankind, London. Michèle Brown

ISSUE 11...
LAND AND ANCESTORS

One of the foremost writers and exponents of Celtic and Native British
traditions shares her own experience of the earth energies of the UK. Caitlìn
Matthews.

The tree of life, the centre of the world, the ladder to the three worlds;
classical shamanic concepts found world wide. Karen Kelly
A Samoyed shaman of Siberia tells of his initiatory dream.

AWEN

Modern Druidry stems from creative inspiration - the gift of the gods - and
promotes the planting of new groves in both the inner and external worlds.
Philip Carr-Gomm

SPRING FESTIVALS

The rebirth of life, the green man, the fertility of the earth returns. Julie
Pembridge

PEYOTE DREAMERS DROP FAN

Crafting one of the healing tools used in Native American Church healing
ceremonies, a macaw tail feather drop fan. Nicholas Breeze Wood

DRUMS OF INDIA

Part three in a series on world percussion. Guy Chalker-Howells

INKA PSYCHIC DEFENCE

Part two of some good advice from Juan Camargo Huaman. Michèle Brown

A PLACE OF BEAUTY

Part two: Making a personal shrine in your own home. Faith Nolton

